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ABSTRACT 

Employability is the capability to move self-sufficiently within the labour market to realize 

potential through sustainable employment. For the individual, employability depends on the 

knowledge, skills and attitudes they possess, the way they use those assets and present them to 

employèrs. Employability skills are considered the qualities and abilities that enable a worker to 

adapt to a constantly evolving job market They are often alternately referred to as "soft skills" or 

"workforce readiness skills," as they must shift as needed to prepare one for new positions and 

challenges. Economic development is the growth of the standard of living of a nation from a 

low-income ecoomy to a high-income economy. When the quality of lite is improved, there is 

more economic development. Sustainability is one that ean avoid a destructive force so that 

human society can continue its long journey towards pertection. The present study was based on 

the curiosity of the researeher to identify various factors that influence entrepreneurship system. 

The innovative entrepreneurship leads a nation towards economic development and 

sustainability. The researeh methodology consisted of Descriptive, Exploratory and Causal 

research design and data so collected thoiough primary and secondary sources. The respondents 

were asked to rate the level of importance of each question on five-point Likert scales. The 

collected data were analyzed by using various statistical tools. The recommendations and 

suggestions were listed with the consideration of reality and future seope of the study. 

KEY WORDS: Employability, Employability Skills, Innovative ldea. Economic development 

and Sustainability. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Employability skilis are the skills, qualities and attitudes that employers say are essential for 

their workplace. T he vision may be an innovative idea, an opportunity or simply a better wa to 

do something. Employability is the capability to move self-suficiently within the labour market 

to realize potential through sustainable employment. For the individual. employability depends 
on the knowledge, skills and attitudes they possess, the way they use those assets and present 
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Abstraci-Employability skills are a set of skills which are required to get an employment. Employa. bility skills are emerging 1eeds of graduates to get an employment. Rural area is a field where the Indian corporate are focusing, us it hus wider scope ,or their producis. It makes a sizable space in the Indian job market. Indian economy is having a notable inpact by ihe lndian ural markets. Enployment opportunity is being broaden with respect to the rural area. To work wh ihe rural market, a 
graduates need n. lVe relevant competency to be success in it. This study focused on the enmployubiliy shills of manugement tudents who are pursuing in management colleges from rural area located in Chikkabalapar disirict. ANOVA and 

orrelation tests are used to analyze the Study. 10 major employability Skill areas have ben idenaifiCl and 7 imporant ariables necessitate to be addressed. 
1 is suggests that the students are not able to sustain in their job because of less skill and knowledge .Hence during their 

Icademics they should specially get trained to fill the gap that exist between college and corporate. 

Key Words: Employability skil, management education, rural colleges 
ntroduction: 

mployability Skills can be defined as the transferable skills needed by an individual to make them 'eraployable.Education is 
onsidercd as an important aspect that contributes to social. political and cultural and economic translornmation of a country. It i_ 
rue that the management education is reaching out the countryside of the nation. Students from rual area are having the 
pportunity to obtain management education, But on the other side, the quality of the management edueation has to be reached up 

o the mark. One of the most important aspects of quality in the education is facilitating the students to obtain employment as soon 

IS they complete their studies. Education is the systematic process of instruction in schools, colleges and universities that enables 

he theory into practice. The education system of llTs, IIMs and NIlls broke all the records and brought the innovation 

bpreciated globally and accepted nationally. Management education has witnessed a mushrooming growth in lndia. In the early 
0s, there were just 200 MBA colleges, today around 33001 MBA colleges are existing (National Employ.bility Report, 2012). 
Con federation of India Industry (CI) revealed that only 10% of MBA graduates are employable. Key success of management 

nstitutions are faculty & student ratio, quality of faculty members, corporate interface meets, faculty development programmes, 
eriodical meet with alumni and lecturing of industrial experts (Dhar, 2012). In the last 5 years, tie number of MBA seats 
unnually in lndia hás increased from 4,500 to as many as 3.6 lakhs, but campus recruitments have gone down by 40% in the same 

eriod (1imes of a, 2016). It is need of the hour to empower these youngsters with the necessar'y skills so that they will get 

mployment and grow in a corporate 

Review of Literature 
IC Knight and Naylor (2000)I the study found that the probability of student leavers being employed six months after graduation 

S positively related to the class of degree end its also strongly in fluted to the subject studied, meusure of prior educational 

ttainment. Surangi (2009)2 the aim of the study was, to ensure economic growth and employment generaiion, to examine how lar 

ntrepretieurship abilities have been recognized to be developed by the 

iniversity education system and assessing entrepreneurial traits, skills and the desires of undergraiuuie sitdcits in the university 

ystem. University study programmes, even commerce degree programmes are not sufficietly gcerc 1Owards mproving 

ntreprerneurial abilities among undergraduates. Gopalakrishnan.S et al (2010)3 Tools used suclh is dhi square and sinmple 

ercentage analys1s. The study concludes that; the University should change 

heir curriculum based on the industry expectation. Students should aware of application of tccihnology in the ndustry. 

JOvernmient should take necessary steps for improving educational system, based on industry oriented. Raj kumar Paulrajan 

2011)4Ihe study concludes that, the mix of academic qualifications, important vocational skills aid persunal skills are selling 
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ABSTRACT 

India has been regarded the 1T engine of the world. lt has likewise turned into a favoured goal for Business Process Outsourcing 
administrations. Over the previous decade, the formation Technolog industry has turmed out to be one of the quickest 

developing businesses in India, impelled by sends out. IT enterprises represent 6% of the GDP of India and give business 

specifically or in a roundabout way to more than 2.3 million individuals. It additionally eontributes essentially to inadia's fares. 

The key fragments that have contributed essentially (96% of aggregate) to the business' fares incorporate Sofhware and 1T 

eqwered administrations i.e. business administrations. Over some undefined time frame, India has set up itself as a favoure d 

wide sourcing base in these fragments and they are required to keep on fuelling development later on. The IT can possibly 

raise the long haul development prospecis through expanded profitability in relatively every area of the economy. The 

development of the IT area is required to achieve a comparing development in diffèrent parts like work, sends out and Foreign 

Direct Investments. The essential target of this paper is to break down the connection between Information Technology and India 

Economy and look at its effect in lndia's financial advancement. 17 segment is additionaly personally conmected to other 

applicable divisions like biomedical innovation, resistance and Joundation. Therefore the fate of the 1T segment will 

straightforwardly afect the development of the country. 

Key words: Information technology, economic development, business, services, foreign direct investment. 

Introduction 

The time of 21st century 1s regularly viewed as a time of data innovation and is currently changing our way of life and social 

awareness powertully. Data innovation industry is one of the quickest developing, learning and expertise serious industry in lndia. 

India's I1T potential is on an unfaltering walk towards worldwide intensity, enhancing barrier abilities and getting together vitality 

and condition challenges among others. 

Indian data innovation Industry is considered as a pioneer in programming improvement and a most loved goal tor 1T-empowered 

administrations. The Indian 1T part remains a prevailing player in the worldwide market, and that we rise as one of the main 

nations of the new thousand years. The Indian IT industry started under extremely horrible conditions. Amid past circumstances 

nearby markets were truant and government strategy toward private venture was antagonistic. The lndian IT ndustry was started 

by Bombay-based combinations that entered the business by providing software engineers to worldwide T firms found abroad. 
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Introduction 

Many theories are evolved in economics and management to explain the imbalance in 

demand and supply of goods and services or consumption pattern, resource allocation, and so 

on. All these theories explain a common fact, competition to acquire resources to maximize 

wealth. All the wars the human race fought in the past were for one purpose, to acquire and 

accumulate wealth. In all these, few stakeholders of the universe are ignored: human beings, 

environment, earth and other living creatures on earth. Deep deforestation and overuse of 

natural resources have questioned the survival of mankind itself. How long the greed and 

competition for unquestionable global leadership will go on and what would be the fate of 

unprivileged in these? Can their survival be challenged? Can we think an alternative inclusive 

paradigm for management to ensure justice to everything on earth to survive peacefully? Yes 

we can, through a spiritual leadership for sustainable growth and business. 

Spirituality: The Core of Everything 

Peter Pruza says spirituality is the search for meaning that transcends material well-being. It 

searches for basic, fundamental human values and an association with a universal power 

called divinity. When we focus on possibilities we have more opportunities; life is the truest 

opportunity so let's navigate the same to experience both body and the existence to be 

comfortable. 
Information and Technology are important but for the essential things of life we 

need to know ourselves, we need to feel peace within ourselves; the real peace does not exist 

anywhere. It's inside us and is the real navigation of life. We all need to develop our own 

understanding and then do whatever we can to increase the conscious awareness of humanity, 

so we can come together and tackle the issues that are surrounding us. 

The effect of 'self' in decision-making process 
cannot be underestimated. If we examine the 

characteristics of decisions in our own life relating us to external agencies (other than selt) 

http://jpmr.macrothink.org 
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